Comparison of PVDF nanowire production techniques 8 Figure Figure S1 describes the possible phase transformation phenomena among the PVDF forms under versatile conditions. Fiber drawing can be considered as a new method which produces γ phase PVDF nanostructures. We can produce PVDF nanostructures not only with a rectangular but also any arbitrary cross sectional geometry such as square cross sectional core shell nanowires ( Figure S2 ). Fiber drawing process favors the transformation of the molten PVDF into polar γ phase due to the shear stress and the high temperature applied during the process. The shear stress occurred in the fiber drawing process, due to the 3 MPa tensile force, is simulated by using finite element methods ( Figure S3 and Video S1).
Fiber drawing processes are conducted in a custom-made fiber tower which is shown in Figure S4 .
SEM micrographs of the produced PVDF nanoribbons are taken by using a FEI Quanta 200 FEG Electron Microscopy. Shape of the nanoribbons can be observed clearly from the SEM images ( Figure S5 and Video S2) of a sample prepared by breaking the nanoribbon embedded fiber after a liquid nitrogen treatment. Size distribution of the second step nanoribbons in width is presented in Figure S6 . XRD patterns of the PVDF nanoribbons are taken by Pananalytical X'pert Pro XRD with the diffraction angle 2θ scanned between 5 to 75 degrees by using a step size of 0.01 degrees and a dwell time of 800 second per step. Nanoribbons without polymer claddings are annealed in a furnace at various temperatures in order to investigate thermal stability of the γ phase. Another tool that we used to confirm the existence of the γ phase in the nanoribbons is Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) with an ATR attachment (Thermo Scientific Nicolet 6700). Considering the reflection bands at 840 cm -1 (overlapping with β PVDF) and 885 cm -1 (non-overlapping characteristic γ phase), the γ phase content in the PVDF ribbons can be recognized for all steps. FTIR reflection data are taken with a wavelength scan resolution of 0.482 cm -1 and a total of 256 scan steps. In order to simulate the phase transformation in iterative fiber drawing process and investigate the effect of temperature, ab initio density functional theory calculations are carried out using VASP program the preform, the traveling time of preform in hot zone of the furnace is not enough for thermal saturation. We conducted a time dependent COMSOL Multiphysics finite element simulation to show the temperature distribution inside of a traveling preform in our fiber tower furnace ( Figure S8 ).
Moreover, for higher temperatures the trend is similar and does not contain any new knowledge except the higher temperature decreases the required strain for phase transformation ( Figure S9 ). Figure S10 represents the experimental setup that we used to measure effective d33 constant of a single 80 nm thick PVDF nanoribbon. We used Radiant Technologies precision multiferroic piezoelectric evaluation system along with Asylum Research MFP-3D AFM System for piezoelectric characterizations of the single PVDF nanoribbons. Effective coefficient for the thin film structure is less than that of 1D structures due to surface clamping conditions. Equation 1 and equation 2 represents coefficient relation for thin films and 1D nanostructures respectively, (Eq. 1)
where is an element of compliance matrix. Since we can't overlook the geometry of the AFM tip, polarization axis is given in arbitrary units. The strain which can be induced by the indentation of AFM tip is simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics ( Figure S11 ). A -60 nN indentation force causes 0.3 nm elastic deformation on the surface of 80 nm thick PVDF nanoribbons. In addition, we simulated local temperature changes that can occur due to Joule Heating ( Figure S12 where is the total strain, is the thickness of the nanoribbons and is the measured change in the thickness. Total strain can be written in following form according to internal and external physical variables:
(Eq. 4)
where is the piezoelectric coefficient, is the electric field, is the electrostriction coefficient, is the thermal expansion coefficient, ∆ is the change in the temperature, is the elastic coefficient and is the stress. After eliminating mechanical and thermal strain components, only sources for the total strain are remaining piezoelectric effect and electrostriction. Using measured total deflection and applied electric field for 370 data points, we can calculate the and coefficients from the over-determined system of equations as follows: Figure S13 illustrate the device fabrication steps using PVDF nanoribbons. DC resistance of devices are measured by Keithley 2400 Source Meter. Impedance of the devices are measured using Cascade Microtech PM-5 probe station. Magnitude of the impedance versus frequency is given in Figure S14 . Theoretical fits to the impedance measurements are done using parallel R-C circuit impedance relation as given in equation 9.
(Eq. 9)
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, and represents equivalent impedance, resistance and capacitance of the parallelcircuit respectively, and ω is angular frequency. Current and voltage output of piezoelectric devices with a load RL and CL are measured concurrently with Stanford SR-570 Current Preamplifier and Tetronix TDS-1012B Oscilloscope. Response of devices under random tapping condition is shown in figure S15 and Video S4. For the first device, maximum output voltage and current is 7V and 3 µA, respectively. For the second device, maximum output voltage and current is 60V and 10 µA, respectively. We built an identical device structure using non-piezoelectric amorphous As 2 Se 3 150 nm in diameter nanowires which produced by thermal fiber drawing in order to confirm and compare with PVDF piezoelectric devices. As shown in Figure S16 , there is no response observed except noise from the non-piezoelectric device, despite the device produced using PVDF nanoribbons can response even for small tapping forces.
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Comparison of PVDF nanowire production techniques Table S1 . Comparison of PVDF nanowire production techniques considering as-produced nanowire properties in terms of aspect ratio, uniformity, size and geometry control, multimaterial production compatibility, yield and device integration. Fiber drawing tower for the iterative size reduction method Figure S4 . A custom made fiber tower, which is used to produce nanoribbon embedded fibers, consists of a preform feeding mechanism, furnace, thickness monitoring system, tension measurement unit, and a capstan. 
